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THERMAL ANALYSIS SUPPORTING DATA

Table D-1 summarizes the inputs to the chamber heat transfer calculations for predicting
local heat flex. These are calculated at the same chamber locations at which the test
thermocouple measurements are made. The ratio of predicted to measured hg is shown in
Figure D- 1.
The thermal model used to fit the transient thermal data is listed in Table D-2. If the input
parameters are chosen to meet the stability criteria shown in the box at the top of the page, a non-
iterative, explicit time-wise calculation of temperature across the rhenium chamber can be made.
Radiation at the outer wall is treated as a fictitious gas side convection. The temperature-
dependent properties of the rhenium used in the calculation are shown in Figure D-2. The model
runs on a Pc, in Quattro. A significant limitation is a tendency to requiresmall time increments
to meet the stability criteria.
The model was used to determine outer wall surface emissivity at the thermocouple
locations by matching the post-test chamber cooling curves. Figures illustrate the process for
thermocouple #1, using data from Test -115. Figures D-3 and D-4 show the lack of fit to the data
for emissivities of 0.42 (wrought rhenium) and 0.95, respectively. The best fit, e = 0.8, is shown
in Figure D-5. Figures D-6 through D-10 show the corresponding fits to the data for TC-2
through TC-6.
The model fitting of the hot fire data for the chamber thermocouples is shown in





















































Table D-1. Thermal Properties for Heat Transfer
G-_A THERMAL
m-rho'v'A VISCOSITY PRANDTL N CONDUCTIVi
MR Ts LOCATION D d_"v u I_r K'
oF IN _ ^ 2-S IM4ec/R2 LBF/SEC-oF
EXPTL.
REYNOLDS 14o. MEASURE




00725 4311 CHAMSER_rc1] 1.133 23,420 1._NL_0G 0.510 0.0461 (LSI2
LT2S 4311 CHAMBER[rC_ 1.S33 _420 1_ LSl0 _04Sl 0J_
007ZS 4311 CHAMBER[TC3] 1.M1 48.824 1_ 0.510 0.0481
_7ZS 4311 CHAMBERL_._Q OJ_S 10.2t8 1.1ME,M 0.Sl0 _04_
0.725 3411 THROAT[TC:S] _ 202.137 1.45eE4_ 0-532 0004111 0.842
0.72S _ NOZZLE[TC_ 0.1i40 134.371 1.241E-0G 00S14 000a_ 00_
0.125. 4ST3 CIt_['rcl] 1.533 9_420 1.674E-06 005_0 0004S2 00580
0082S 4573 CtlAMBER_C_ 1.533 9_t 420 1.674E-0G 0-S30 000_S2 00SB0
0J2S 4573 CHAMBER _ 1.081 48J24 1.674E-0G _ 000442 00580
0012S 4S73 CHAMBER[tO4] 0J2S _ 1.67¢E-M 0._0 O.04,52 00S|0
00825 4104 THROAT[T_ 0.521 aQ.G37 1.SM E-0$ 00530 000414 0.572
00a2s 3200 NOZ2LE[TCirJ 00¢14o 134.371 I_2¢E-M 00534 _M41
0.87S _ CHAMBER[I¢I] I .._13 23.420 1.a_E,.4e 00840 00(NI47 0.$74
O.lffS 4_S CHAMBER[TCq !.S33 2_420 1.¢IME4_ 00M0 0.O447 0.S74
0.875 _ CHAMBER["rc3] 1.0G1 48.824 1.(14eE41G 0.$40 000447 G.$74
0087S 44UM CHAMBer-4] 0082| 80.288 1._-0G 00540 000447 00574
0-87S 42m THROAT[TCS] 00S21 28_37 1.577E-_4 00S45 0.0412
001175 3342 NO_LE[TC6] 001140 134.371 1..38_E-0G 0.$4S 000342 0-$46
00850 _ CHAMBER_CI] 1.$33 2_420 1.1_E-06 O.S_S 0.044_
0.850 4431 CHAMBER[TC_ 1.$33 2_420 1.180E-06 00535 000449 0.577
0JS0 4431 CHAMBER[TC_ 1.ira 4_m 1.a0E-_ O.MS 0.044_ o.s?7
00_ 4431 CItI._d_B_R_ 001¢B _ 1._.4_ _ 00e44e
G31S0 417S THROAT[_:_J 0.$21 202.637 1.S_E_ 00S42 000413 0-5G_
a2'r_ NO22Z, Ep_ 00,144 1:_4,.3"rl I_-.N 00s¢o 00_42 00S4S
00700 4227 CHAMp] 1.1_3 2_1_4 1.S54E-06 00_46 0.0421
00700 4227 CHAMBER[TC2] 1.43S _.?07 I.M4E-0_ 0-_ 000421 00M6
00700 4227 CHAMBER[TC3] 1.2SS 33.=m 1.SS4E.OS 0.S0S 000421
_7_0 4227 CHAMBER_,4] 1_ 4_S_ 1.._4E-06 00S05 000421
0."_0 _ TI,,IIROA_ _ _ 1.4=_E_6 00SOS o.o41l 00_
00700 2107 NOZZLI[[TC_ 1.012 53.707 1_12E-_6 0.504 000G37 00_
0J75 44'16 CtlAMBBR_'I] 1Ji33 20.834 1.1_3E-O8 0.530 00043_ 0.5"/3
_rTs 441S ClMMBER(TC2] 1.43S 2_707 I.M,_E-0S 00m 0004_* o_r3
o_rTs 441S CHAMBER[TC_] 1.435 Z_707 1._ 00m 000_S 00S73
o_r;s 4sis CHAMBER[TC4] 1.0_ 4S_0 I.MaE-0S 00S3_ 0004,,Ie O.m
4_0S THROAT[TCS] 0_ _ 1.SCmE4S 00S42 0004_0 0_4S
00STS _ NOZ_JE[TC_ 1.012 S3.707 1.3_E-0S O.S4S 000S42 O.SS7
o.m 4"rim CHAMBER[_CI] _.¢_ 2O.¢;34 1.710E-u 00_'_' o.o¢17 00M1
O.17S 478O CtMMIIER[TCq 1.4,1S _s.'ro7 1.71 0E.,M 00SS7 O.O487 00M_
0.975 4710 CHAM BER_C_] 1.435 200707 1.710E._ 00557 000437 00_41
00STS _ CI,MMIIER[TC4] I.o_ 4_m I.TIeE,._ O.S_/' O.O437 00m
0.m _ THROAT[TCS] 00s=m "_ I.e_,E-OS O.S¢_ 0004¢_ 00SSS
001r/s _ NOZZLI[[TCI] 1.012 $3.707 1.4._E-N 00sl7 000341 0.552
1.07S 41103 CHAMBER[TC1] 1.433 20._14 1.747E-GS 00¢1¢16 000426 0.550
1.07S 4403 CHAMBER_C_ 1_3S 2_707 1.747E48G 001_G 000428 00SS0
1.07S 4_ CHAMBER[TC3] 1.43S 200707 1.747E-I_ 0.605 0.0426
1.07S _ CHAMBER[TC4] 1.001 45,510 1.74"rE.46 00¢105 000426 0.550
1.0"_ _ THROAT[TCS] 0.833 _ 1.S72_416 00M2 000_2 00S4S













































RATIO OF BARTZ TO MEASURED hg
TASK 4.0 TESTBED--ALL DATA
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TEST-1 15 POST COOLING, TC-1, e=0.42
0.28
" ) -0.26
3200 ..........m-........i.......... i......................[ ...........................................................T.....................T .............7 ................ E]
[_ i -0.24 eJ_'
3000.......................i ......................= i......................i .........i.... .........; .........i ..........T.......................0.22 <Z
n..< 2800-
i i i i= i i i i -o.18 __
LIE









14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
TIME, SECONDS HIPC440A
32




TEST-115 POST COOLING, TC-1, e=0.95
3600 0.8
3400 ................_iiiiiiiiii'i......................i ...............i ...............i ...............T ...............i......................_ ...............i ................-0 7 ujO•._ ) i i i ) i ) cry,
3200 ..........ii ........T............ )......................t ...............) ...............y ...............)......................" ...............)......................-0.6i.,_ \-. i i i ) i i
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i ) m._. ) ) , ) ) -0.5 _
........)......................_....................) ........._ ........._ ....
2800 .......................i! ....................i_) ) ,,) i ! !
2600......................._ ..._ .......i ....i.......== _ .....i ......- ...._ ...............-o.4
,,=, i ) i ) _==i i
I- 2400 ............ ) ) ) ) _ • )m )
_oo.......................i .....i .....i ....i ............................._ .......................o_
2000 , 0.1
14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
TIME, SECONDS HIPC440C
32
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TEST-115 POST COOLING, TC-2, e=0.80
36°°/ __" , i 0.740o_................, " ."_,......................, ..................................i !, , ......, ...........-o.6 _,,°,
3200......................i _i ......................i .........i......................_ ................i ........!......................i .........
i i i i z
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i i i i i _ • i i '_"
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2200 0.1
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TEST-115 POST COOLING, TC-3, e=0.80
1.2
1.1
,,i-- i i 1 ''0'
......."•_ .................._......................_ ..................................f .....................f......................i ..........._,
-I_1__ i i i i 0.9 ?
....................._ _ , ................_ ..............................._............................................._ _ ..................
......................i ii......................_ ......i ............! .......i .......i .......-o __
......................_ ......_ _ . ..i .................._ ......_ ......_ ......_ .......-o._
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i i i i i i -0.4
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......................_ 01
16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
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TEST-115 POST COOLING, TC-4, e=0.80
i : 1.4
...............-.... i .............................i.............................................i i ....i ...........................
.............. -1.20
i i i ?
z
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i i l i i ! i i m_
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i i i li i i ! i
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TIME, SECONDS HIPC440H
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Tr=3150F/hg =0.00093/Pc =242/MR = 0.72
" !














































0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
TIME, SECONDS HIPC318D
16
Tw inner _ Tw outer _ q hg




Tr=4170F/hg = 0.00098/Pc = 242/M R = 0.72
4000[ |435oo,,_._-..... .......i ..........._................__ ....i ..............___/
_°°°t_i............................._ ..................f .........i.........................i ...........i ......I_
_'°°l............_XS ........................{ .......i ......i ....... ......i ......i............. ......r_ ,z
I'ooot--//-i......... ..................i_. .............I' _
................. ..........io  o , ! ! ,o
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
TIME, SECONDS HIPC318E
Tw inner ---- Tw outer _ q hg























T r= 4200F/h g = O.O0050/P c = 242/M R = O.72




















































































































Tr = 4875F/hg = O.00070/P c = 247/MR = O.83
C


































































































































































































































Tr = 5400F/h g = 0.00065/P c = 242/M R= 0.87
















Tw inner _ Tw outer q hg















































Tr=3950F/hg = O.O006/Pc=242/MR = 0.87
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Tr = 3525F/h g = 0.00085/P c = 245/M R= 0.85
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Tr = 5250F/h g = O.O008/P c = 245/M R = O.85
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Tr = 4200F/hg = 0.001/Pc = 94.9/M R =0.87
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Tr = 4350F/hg = 0.0012/Pc = 94.9/MR =0.87








































Tr=2950F/hg = 0.00065/Pc = 94.9/MR- 0.87
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Tr =4600F/hg = 0.00085/Pc = 101/MR =0.97




































































Tr= 3000F/hg = 0.0008/Pc = 101/MR = 0.97

























Tr = 5200F/hg = 0.00075/Pc = 100/MR = 1.08



















Tr =4900F/hg = 0.00095/Pc = 100/MR = 1.08
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